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To start with I am a CryptoTab affiliate and so

I have the motivation to give a positive review

of this platform. However, I also have been

earning Bit coin and have received payments

into my Binance account. For me that is the

first thing I try, but to be frank I had spoken to

other CryptoTab affiliates and was confident I

would get paid. Nevertheless, as soon as it

was possible to withdraw my earnings I did

so.

 I feel having the personal experience of

seeing that transaction added to your account

means something.

However, CryptoTab is not a get rich quick

scheme, which simply means work is required

like any business. Yes, it is 100% free but at

the same time they offer cloud based mining

services if you want to earn more. And an

affiliate program that will leverage you a

passive income better than most in the

industry. 

If you are reading this page you are in

search of ways of earning Bit coin by

mining coins online, but fear falling into

another scam, this CryptoTab review will

help you resolve that issue.



CryptoTab is unique in the world of

Bit coin mining because it uses a

browser to mine for coins. The

process is very simple, the affiliate

just downloads the browser software

and instals it into their computer.

Once the browser is installed, you

must register with CryptoTab. At this

point you can start mining Bit coin.

I know! This sounds very

interesting, but is it legal?

To start with, yes, using a browser to

mine Bit coin is completely legal and

potentially a great way of earning a

passive income online. However, the

real question is if mining with a

browser is worth the time and effort?

How I see it, I am working online all

day, so I may as well earn a passive

income while I am doing so. In

addition, having an old PC optimized

and set up currently does help to

improve your earnings, but finally it is

down to you and how you use the

browser to your advantage. 
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What is CryptoTab and what does
it offer to the crypto entrepreneur?

As mentioned, CryptoTab is a internet

browser that mines Bit coin for you. Well, it

doesn't actually mine Bit coin itself, it mines

Monero (XMR) and then pays you in Bit coin.

The reason why CryptoTab mines Monero

(XMR) is because it is almost the only

cryptocurrency that can be mined using a

CPU. 

So, to make it clear, when you are mining with

a CryptoTab browser you are mining Monero

(XMR), but when you are paid, CryptoTab pays

in Bit coin.

What is a CPU?

For those of you who are unsure what a CPU

is, it is the central processing unit used in

your computer. So, the better your

computer's CPU the more crypto you can

make using a browser.

Can someone still use their computer while

mining crypto?  

Yes, you can even use your laptop or

smartphone and still get over 1600 H/s.

However if you intend adding their cloud

based miners then you can earn substantially

more. Click on the "Learn More" button on

this for more details about cloud based

mining.

On the whole, working while mining is

possible. Alternatively, if you have an old PC

with a decent CPU sitting doing nothing in

your back room, there is an alternative

solution that allows you to mine 24 / 7. 

If you would like to read the complete article

click on the link on this page or use the link or

QR code in this document.
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